Abstract-This paper designed a method which is based on statistics for extracting text from news web pages. First it translated a web document into a DOM tree by HTML tag. Then it structure leaf node's feature vector according to features of punctuations statistics. Last calculate the similarity between two leaf nodes and weights by feature vector. And it extracted text from those leaf nodes whose weights greater than the threshold value. The results show that the method has property accuracy in text extraction and better universal.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of Internet data, how to effectively from the information ocean mining the data of interest to a user, information search field has become an important research topic in the. Web information extraction refers to from the Web page contains no structure, a structure or to identify the user interest data, and transform it to the structural and semantic clarity to the format of the Web page information extraction process [1] . According to the realization of the principle is different, the existing Web information extraction tool is divided into the following categories：based on natural language processing ( NLP ) information extraction, based on structure of HTML information extraction, based on inductive learning of information extraction, based on the web query information extraction, based on the characteristics of pattern matching information extraction [2, 3] . This paper presents a method for extracting from the Chinese news type webpage: build a DOM tree after web pretreatment, select the sample node to find similar leaf nodes and other treatment, to obtain text information.
II. PUNCTUATION STATISTICAL FEATURES IN WEB WEBPAGE
Punctuation is not words, but they are as important as text, is the organic part of the language. According to statistics, in the Chinese modern works, words and punctuation at the rate of about ten to one, each of the ten Chinese characters will appear a punctuation mark.
How to filter advertising, news and other unwanted content is the biggest obstacle to a web page content extraction, but this part of the content is often represented by This shows: punctuation especially the dots appearance text segment is a high probability of web page text, we can accord the characteristic of a web page content whether the web page text.
A. The Information Extraction Method Based on the Statistical Regularities of Punctuation
So far, most of the web webpage is the use of HTML language, because HTML allows for the existence of nonstandard writing style, it is difficult to extract. Therefore, you must first of webpage specification, requirements are as follows:
B. Web Webpage Standardization 1) "<" ">" Can only be used to contain webpage marker (tag) When the emerge in other locations of the two symbols should be "andlt" and "andgt" instead of [5] . 2) All start and end tags must match. Each start tag < * * * > must correspond to an end tag < / * * * >. 3) All tag attribute value must be put in quotation marks, such as < table height ="300" >. 5) All marker size write must be consistent, the default all lowercase letters. 6) Because the text may be text modification markers such as < font > < strong > partition, in order to keep the text content and modification of markers between sequential, increase the custom tag < text > < / text > to nested text content. Through standard web document can be easily according to which HTML marker puts it into an HTML file hierarchy reflects the DOM tree, the tree of each node contains a pair of markers between characters, node name for the corresponding tag name.
C. Webpage Text Information Extraction
We know the information present in the leaf nodes, so we are concerned only with the leaf nodes, A leaf node with a feature vector V representation, 
Equation (1): ij f is the punctuation mark i p frequency of occurrence in the first j leaf nodes; j b is the weights of first j leaf node; H is the total of all leaf nodes in Leaf node set S ; i n is the number of nodes contain first i punctuation in Leaf node set S ; m is the number of leaf nodes in the Dom tree corresponding to a webpage document; As can be seen, a punctuation in a leaf node in the higher the frequency, the greater the weights i w of punctuation, But if it is in all the leaf nodes of the frequency is higher, so the punctuation is not very well put the leaf node distinguish leaf nodes to distinguish, so its weight is smaller. Equation (2) 2) For each leaf node V in the set S we count the frequency of occurrence of 7 points in Table 1 
III. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify this method of actual effect, we listed in Table 2 randomly selected parts of webpage website, In order to meet the methodological assumptions, try to select the text information in WebPages. The extraction result is acceptable (on a web page text extraction accuracy is above 85%), not acceptable ( on a web page text extraction accuracy below 85% ), With the artificial extraction of text comparison, the experimental results are as follows: In this experiment the threshold   , 2.5    . Table 2 shows, this method for webpage text information extraction accuracy up to 97.5%, the lowest 89%, for an average of 95.8%, that the method has higher accuracy and feasibility. Make a comparison between This algorithm and The method based on DOM from Literature [4] . This algorithm's accuracy has been greatly improved, as shown in Experimental error refers to the extraction information contains a text or text content is not extracted. For error webpage, our study found, their containing text information is very short, or evens just a simple word. This algorithm is not limited to a specific type of webpage, has very strong versatility, while maintaining high accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a method based on punctuation statistical feature extraction method for webpage text information. The method of the type of news webpage has higher accuracy, can effectively remove the webpage of navigation, image, advertising and copyright and other irrelevant information, accurate extraction webpage text content, experimental results show that the method is feasible. This method is applied to most sites, but there are also part of the site is not suitable for. The next step is to further explore the two thresholds on extraction effect, improve the leaf node similarity calculation method, and further improve the universality of the algorithm, in order to adapt to various types of web page text information extraction.
